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Abstract
Using Deissler's method the decay of temperature fluctuations

in dusty fluid MI{D turbulence before the tlnal period is studied and

consiclered correlations between fluctuating quantities at trvo and

three-points. tn this study two and three point correlation equations

in presence of dust particle is obtained and the set of equation is

made to cleterminate by neglecting the quadruple correlations in

comparison to the second and third-order correlations. The

correlation equations are converted to the spectral form by taking

their Fourier transforms. Finally integrating the energy spectrum

over all wave numbers, the solution is obtained and this solution

gives the decay law of temperature fluctuations in MHD dusty fluid

turbulence hefore the final period.
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1. Introduction

Deissler [1.2] developed a theory 1br irornogeneous tubulence" which was
valid for times before the final period. Using l)eissler,s theorr, Loeffler and Deissler
[3] studied the decay' of temperature fluctuations in homogeneous turbuience bef"ore
the final period. Sarker and Rahman [5] stuciied the decay of teinperature fluctuations
in MHD turbulence betore the final period. Islam and Sarker [7] studied the tirst
order reactant in IVIHD turbulence before the final period of clecay for the case of
multi-point and multi-time. Kumar and Patel I I 5] also studied on fist-order reactant
in homogeneous turirulence before the final period of decay for the case of multipoint
and muiti-time. Sarker and Islam [4] studied the decay of MHD lurbulence betbre
the final period for the case of n-rulti-point and multi-time. Sarker and Kishgre [6]
had done further w'ork along this same line for the case of multi-point and silgle
time' in their approach they considered two and three-point correlatiops after
neglecting higher order correlation tenns compared to the second-and thircl-order
correlation terms. Sarker and Islam [8] studied the decay of dusty fluid turbulence
before the final perlod.

Later on Azad and Sarker [9]. sarker and Azad [10], Azad and Sarker [11],
Sarker aird Azad [12,13] also stutlied the decay of lv{tiD turbulence, I-{omogeneous
turbulence for the case of rnulti-point and multi-time in presence of d ust particle in
a rotaing system.

Following the above theories, we have studied the decay of temperature
lluctuation in dusty fluid MHD turbulence before tlie final period. Here two-and
three-point correlation equations have been considered after neglecting fourth-order
correlation terms in comparison 1o the second-and third-order correlation terms"
Finally, the energy decay law of temperature fluctuations in clustv fluid I\4t{D
turbulence before the final periocl is obtained.

Basic Equations:

The equatio* of motion and continuity for viscous, incompressible MHD
dusty fluid turbulent flow are given by
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Att A
li-.L(tt,tr, *h,k,): -?,,'-o']' + [(tt _ t.,) ... (i)
cl ( xl C], t x^d.r,

9L*L,n,u, -u,h,r- 
v 02h,

il 0**' ' i t K' pu 1x^Axo
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- 
+ y,. -:fu, - U,)

0t ^ A*o ffi,'

. . .(2)

...(3)

. . .(4)

with

Au 0v Ah
-'- '-0Ar, A*, A*,

and the equatiott of energy for an incoinpressible fluid with constant properties and

for neglligible frictional heating

...(s)

The subscripts can take on the value 1,2 or 3.

Here, u,, turbulent velocity component; h,, magnetic field fluctuation
compnent, v,, dust velocity component

tf (*,t) =-L + tr0:,\, total MHD presslrre, p(i,t): hydrodyman icp 2\ t

pressure. p = fluid density.

O , = i., 
magnetic prandtl number. p, =:, prandtl number, v: kinematic

v
viscotiy,
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K
t/ :-. rnermal diffusivity" i' - (4npto)r. magnetic dilfusivity, c,,: heat

lj.' ,.

capacity at constant ptessure, .l : ''n' . 
dimension of liequency; 1y', constant number

p

density of dust particie,

l
m,:1rR!p,, Irltss of single spherical dust particle of radius R,, P., 

:
,\1

J

constant density of the material in dust particle, x, - Space co-ordinate. the subscripts

can take on the values 1,2 or 3.

Two-point Correlation and Spectral Equations:

The induction equation of a magnetic field at tiie pointp is

lh, 6lt, , Att, f t ) i'h,
6t ' lt^ ^ dr* \ tr, )Li^6x^

and the energy equation at the point P'is

aT,' ,AT', (r')etf,
it 'irl \p.)Ax'^?xi

Multiplying equation (6) by Ti and (7) bv h, adding and taking ensetnble

average, we get

fuil r ,, ,(n r:) 
* ,,, 

a(h,T) 
- ,, 9W) = ,l , LAil* r a'(r, r,')l 

"

=-'"' eu -"* erl 
*"^-T',* =tL^a,J,., -t a..;ei .] ' tal

Angular bracket ( ) is usecl to clenote an ensemble averae and the

continuity equation ,, a"o 
=94- =s1. . . . (g)

Arr A*'r

..(6)

...(7)
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( l0)

. . .(14)

Substituting equation (9) into equation (8) yields

Nl*o(t,n,rl) *o(':h,') W-,1 t al(n,T')-,' 
':(liti)l& r-.r. itl A*, lP, Ax^dx^ P, dx'^dx'^ )

Using the trarrs [ormrtl ions

aaa
0rr Arr 0"'o

and the Chandrasekhar relation [14].

(urh,rj) = -(u'rn,rj)

Equation (10) become

9 ( nr'\ *z-L(,i, n,r:\ *a(uJ'{i) =,1a'(n'r')[-r-- l)-l . (r r)
Er \ "' ar^ \ d I r/ 0ro l 0ro0r^ \ p, p, ))

Now we write equation (10) in spectral form in order to reduce it to an

ordinary differential equation by use of the following three-dimensional Fourier

transforms.

(n,r;ot): I \rs,rr)).*p[,1r, nh k tr2)

(13)

aa

';, ^ \ r ^ 't

(u,h*r,(rt) - [(O,w -r' tkl).*p[,'1r, tt]ak

(u' rh,r j ?)) = \u r 
h,r j (- n) : i,\O rv,r', t* kl).rp [ 1 r, O]a k

.;i,
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Equation (1a) is obtained by interchanging the subscripts i andT ancl then
the points p and p'

Substitution of equations ( 12) to ( 14) into equation ( 1 i ) leads io the Spectral
equation

ulr'.,' , n,r [:, d,v,,r'.kt;-\d,v,,.;t,tr)]-- ,i[--- ,l-l^,(.,,,.trrr)l . . (ts)
l\P" P,) '')

The tensor equation (15) becomes a scalar equation by contraction of the
indices i and,.j

a(ry,,tj(K)) t ,fff + ix op(q 0,y,,,1-rr) + (0 v -, ; (rrr] = -,1(* . ;) ", (*,, ; r"r)] . (16)

T'hree-point Correlation and Spectrat Equations:

Similar procedtlre can be used to find the three points correlation equation.
For this purpose we take the momentum equation of MHD turbulence at the point
P, tlre intluction eqr.ration at the point p, and the energy equation at p, as

and'

6u, Au, dh dw Alu

-+u' 
--:* lr.' =--+y------r -+ f(y,-vj)d ^ dk, ^ dr, A*, Ax^Ax^

ah: ,dh,' ,,at" ( ,\ a,n:
0r ^ A*, ' di^ \p, )dikoik

dr: ,,ar"" r ,. ) drT:
d 'tl \p,)ax;ai;

. (17)

. (18)

. . .(le)
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wherc Il'/(;-t;= I-*l(rt)" rotar MHD pressure incrusive of porentiar andP 2\ /

centrifugal force P(i,r) , hydrodynamic pressure; -f = 
kN 

. dirnension frequency;
N, constant number clensity of dust particle. p

Ivlultiplvingequation(17)by h:7': ,(18)hy u,fiand(19) by tt,hiaddingandtaking
ensemble average, one obtains

a(u n,'11) d(u u^ttlT,) d(n,tt^nl'r,) ?(,tqt,ohiTi\ 6(u,ti,ti,T,) A(u h,u,iT\
-' _ 

,; 
-L- t_ _ \ / r \ r ^ t0r 6-r. 04 Air Air - Arl 

*

= -a(-!1,1 *,*#. l*W. ;W). rk,,r;1 - q,,ar;))

Using the transformations

a (a a) a a a a--0*o [0r, Ori )' Ox'o Oro' Oxi Ori,

into equations (21)

}@P fu#A .*',f,) .fuP + 1((u,n;r;) _ \,,n;r)\

. . .(22)

In order to write the equation to spectral form, we can define the following
six dimensional Fourier transform:

(20)

. (21)
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(u,hl@ri|'))- i iU,p;totr;1f ';)"*pfitk i + i' ,'t)a iai (23)

-:*_

(t,urhi\i\ri(,,')) = [ i\Or-O'tiw';ti't).*p[it[.; * i'.,'1)a ia i' . (24\
--' 

:-
(n,t rn;61r;{r')) = I I(p,p- p:(i\o';(i'))*pl,'tr., * i't'1far,ai' . . . (25)

:_"
\u,u'rh,(i)ri(r')) = l l\,frrolp;1fie;tt't)"*r[,;r + i'.r,1faiaf,, . . . (26)

*.:
(u,uie)h'r14rp)= j, I,U,o:tolB:tite;1fiei:^'1l"*pr{i.t*i't\)aiai' ...{27)

(*n;g1r;c')) = i iQ o:rar;1f';).*plilri ., + i' ;'tla r,ar,' . . (28)

::
(v,hi@ri()) = I lQ, O:t,le';1r1).*p[1 i.r * r,'.r'yfa r,a i' . . . (2s)

Interchanging the points p' and p' along with the indices i and,.fresult in

the relation s (u,u'ihif ) = (u,u'ohiTi) .

By use of this facts the equation (22) may be transformed as

'kP.,[[,* , 
I r,*(t*-! lo,, +2krk,*-t]po:e,;ltr Lt pr) ( p,) - - u]

= i (k r + k't t (O O r O; ei) - i@ r + k'o) \8, B r pi 0i) - ig r + k'r) (O,O; /t i 0i) + ik r \0, Oi /t;li)

+ i(k, + ril (y Blei) - f (,,r,Fie'i) ...(30)
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The tensor equation (29) canbe converted to scalar equation by contraction
of the indices iand j

= i(kr + k)(o,hrp:e,) - i(kr + k)(p, prp:e) _ iltco + tc,rl

,(0,0*BIel+ ikr(b,O:p;ol +i(k, +k:)(y,pp) - f(p,gie,) . . . (31 )

If derivative with respect to x- is taken of the momentum equation ( i 7) for
the point p, the equarion multiplied through by h,Ti and time average taken, the

resulting equation

^2 1 , r-i\
_c \*n, 1 i ) _ I _(fu,urn;ri) _ (n,nrn;r;))6x,i).r, dx,dx^

. . .(32)

writing this equation in terms of the independent variables i and i'

-l+ *2 g' . j-l 6n:r:\=[_d'_ * a' * 6' * ,, IlAr,Ar, Or,?r,' )riAri )\"'"i 
' i / 

lAr,Ar^ 
' 

ArlAr^ ' AA,i - qAr; )

"((u,u rn;r) - (n,nrn;r)) . . (33)

Now taking the Fourier transforms of equation (33)

/ ^, ^,,\ (k,k^ + kik^ + k,k^ + k;k;)qoo^p:e)_(p prp:0,)) 
. (34)_\r2ie,i) 

-:,r,+kiki

Equation (34) can be used ro eliminate lfn:e';) from equation (30).

wP.,[[, . *)u. ['. ;)r' + 2kok'r - {)v n,r1
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Solution for Times Before the Final Period:

It is known equation for final period of decay is obtained by considering the

two-point correlations after neglecting the 3'd order correiation terms. To study the

decay for times before the final period, the three point correlations are considered

and the quadruple correlation terms are neglected because the quadruple correlation

terms decays faster than the lower-order correlation terms. Equation (34) shows

that term (fZie') associated with the pressure fluctuations should also be neglected.

Thus neglecting all the terms on the right hand side of equation (3 1),

NP.,[[," *)-.[,-,;)-, 
2 +2krk,r -#)\r,o'r) :0, (3s)

where (f-,,0i9) = R(0, B 
je) anO 1-R : S, here R and S are arbitrary constant.

Integrating the equation (35) between /o and I with inner multiplication by f*

and gives

k r\d, p: e) = hlo, Bi e'\".r[-,{[, . *)o. [' 
. ;]' 

2 + zkt cosl- #iu -,.,]
...(36)

where 0 is the angle t and ft' u"o (0,0/e)o is the value of (O,gle) at t: to.

Now by letting r'= 0 in equation (23) and comparing with equations (13)

and (14), we get

(o,w rr', ti)) = i @, o:t) n E',

, ^t ?

\0,vt, 
r', {-k)) : ) 0 r 0: t-k)o: (-k' )d k'

. .(37)

...(38)



Substituting equation (36) - (38) in equation (16), we get

a (w'' t i t)., 
[ + - * I 

o, (v,,: t i t) = -'!,r *kr o : u;) * z(o r 0: t- i w,, t- i, t)l?t (r, p,) \" " '/ 
,

t 1[, *-,]-l*, - [r*-L \*,. + zt*,cosd -{llr;, . . .(3e)rexnf_,1r_r")1[. 
p, ). \ p, ) , )l

Now, df'can be expressed in terms of k'and 0 as - 2nk'zd(cose)dk'
(cf. Deissler !l).
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Hence d i' = -2nk'2d(cos0)dk' ...(40)

Putting equation (a0) in equation (39) yields

/ ^\
'v--9 .,( L. *l o' (*,. ; u r) = -i r*ir, [6, B,'0,1 * z(o- 0 ;r -r n,'r -[' r)], r''dr \p, p,) \r' r' '/

,[J' ..0{-,,,-,",[[,*a lo,*[,*l'lo', +2kk'cos.-lI]f lr,."*,r0, . (4 r)L'''l "L( P,) [ P,/ 'l]l
In order to find the solution completely and following Loeffler and Deissler

172) we assume that

*rl(o,o:Gvl(,i'))* z(orn:r-itelr-f r)],= €#Tu'o'o - kok'2) . .(42)

where 0o is a constant depending on the initial conditions. Substituting
equation (42) into equation (41) and completing the integration with respect to cos0,

one obtains

_= Fo TGtr,,_k,k,,)
2t'(t -t)N'
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t,r{-,'r, -,,i[[, . i;)o'.[,. ;)r' -2kk' #]]
. - 

^f: ej,tn' 
r'' - k' k'', *o{-,,, -,,,[[, . *)o'. [, 

. 
*)u''

o = - #.ui, o' o''- r' r'' ) ",{- xr r, 

{r 
* -L)r' . 

[r 
. -j. 

)r' 
- r" - +)]

. ffii rk' k'' - k' k'' 1"oo{-,u -,,,[[' . ;)r, 
_, 

[, 
. 
*) 

n,, . r* f!l^r:

o)oo,
,.]

(43)

(44)

(45)

' = -*ffiiu-{fi, -r,]*{-,r, -,,tlr * L - rhy'1

+ 2kk' -

Multiplying both sides of equation (a3) by l?,we get

Y.,(L*L)*'e: t-,ar \p, p,)
where O =2rk'(w,r'til\\" 't

Q is the Magnetic energy Spectrum function.

And

Integrating equation (46) with respect to k' , we have

*{ tr: . *l} o' *l d ,- ,, \o-1[{i+tr.)' 2J rg-lo) ]{r"p, l' 0.il|" )

I tsp1o

L+, ,;tLl+ pr

. .(47)
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The series of equation (47) contains only even powers of ft and start with
fr] and the equation represents the transf'er function arising owing to consideration

of magnetic field at three points at a time.

It is interesting to note that if r,r,e integrate equation (a7) over all wave

numbers, we find that

j ooo:,
0

. . .(48)

which indicates that the expression fbr F satisfies the condition of continuity and

homogeneity.

The linear equation (44) can be solved to give

I .r r l) - r 'r r) l.
O=expl -l'k-l - l(r-,,,) lIr""pl ,,r'[ l*- I(, -to)ldt

L \P, P,) [ \P,r P,) _]

. . .(4e)

rr I l
where J\K) = 'u"n is constant of integration. Substitution the values of F from

fi
equation {47) in to equation (49) and integrating with respect to /, we get

11_+-
Pu P,

+ r (k).*p[-,ro'( )-* llt, -,.)-l.
L \P" P,) .l

),,-u,] 
.NIfuQli.t)= 

nd.*J-,0'[
nL\

* expffs1r -,, l]..r[- vk' 1t -,r\+ftffiy1
r1 3 p,k.

[2r,'(r -r,)' '
p,(1p, -6|kb

3r,(1 + p, ) (r - ru )r/']

qOpi -2p, r 3tk' 8iv13p'j -2p, -31ko

:tr*1,(1_,p"-- tr,u,1''[ ,^/(r)]

. (s0)
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where N(a;): u*'In" ,lr.*= OrE|, .u 1 P,(l+ P,)

The function has been calculated numericaliy and tabulated in fa].

By setting i:0, j : i,ctk : -2nkzcl(:cos0)dk and Q =zok'(V,ri(K))inequation

(12), we get the expression for temperature energy decay as

\ /-'i'i-lOlk\dk
) ) -Jwt''t

0

NoP)t'p3l'(t - tr)-'''
 Jir''' (p, + pr)'''

1i2 :.t2TP, PU

...(sl)

+ pozv o (t - t)-t, "rpf s] (s2)

Substituting equation (50) into (51) and after integration, we get

(t') : L,|l-ei'Q-,,)'' +"*pflsl fg_opi'l?','(t 
-to)' -. *

2 4^Fr,3 ,(p, + pr\t 1 -"Yu "t2r"(l+ p,)(l+ p, + pr)t'

{ 9 5p,,t7 p, -61 35p1,$p;, -2p, +31

1 i6* lql *r,' p, ) 
- "8-il1. 

t/ + A,\'
. tpi,tlr,l- 2p, +3) 1- 1.3.5...(2n+9) I- l2\'Jl * p,, pJ 4,1'an +D2"' il + p): I

(r') 
=

2

where

'7_1,-
2(l + p,)(l + p,.+ pr)'''

| 9 5p^,17 p._-6t 35p',Op: 2p, +3) Sprjpl- 2p, +3) 5' 1.3.5...(hr e) 
1

irot,ur-r, *r,y- zp,1t n,, 
^;' 

3.2\:11+ tL r pr\' k;Q,-l)2"fi-hY I

Thus the energy decay law for temperature field fluctuation of dusty fluid

MHD turbulence before the final period may be written as

(r') : x (t - to)''' + e'p[1s]r(r - ro)-', (s3)
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where

t, - {,4t tPi,'

^ - ;1|,'io- ,;

(r') _

and Y :2$oZv6.

/ .\
\l ') is the total "energy" (the mean square of the temeperature

fluctuationS) I is the time, x and /o are constants determined by the initial conditions.

The constant I depends on both initial conditions and the fluid Prandtl number.

Results and Discussion:

In equation (53) we obtained the decay law of temperature fluctuations in

MI{D turbulence before the final period in presence of dust particle considering

three-point correlation equation after neglecting quadruple correlation terms. If the

fluid is clean then/: 0, the equation (53) becomes.

('') = xU * to)''' +Y(t - t)-s

which was obtained earlier by Sarker and Rahman [5]

In the absence of a magnetic field, magnetic Prandtl number coincides u ith

the Prandtl number (i.e.p,: pn) and the fluid is clean the equation (52) becomes

NnP)'' 0oZ

(s4)

; = 8J;r1i:i; - i.(/ -ilt
(s5)

which was obtained earlier by Loeffler and Deissler [-?].

Here we conclude that due to the effect of dust particles in the flou fir i .r.

the turbulent energy decays more rapidly than the energy for clean fluid.

The 1" term of the right hand side of equation (53) corresponds to the

thermal energy for two-point correlation and second term represents thermal energ.'

for three-point correlation. For large times the last term in the equation (53) become s

negligible, leaving the 312 power decay law for the final period. If higher orde I

correlations are considered in the analysis, it appears that more terms of higher

power of time would be added to the equation (53).


